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Subject Catalog
The New Encyclopaedia Britannica
The British National Bibliography
Thermodynamics: Principles And Applications (Second Edition)
Thermodynamics is considered the core engineering course in many engineering
disciplines. Since the laws of thermodynamics are expressed in abstract terms, it is
the one of the most challenging courses encountered by students during their
undergraduate education.This eminent compendium provides a firm grasp of the
abstract concepts, and shows how to apply these concepts to solve practical
problems with numerous clear examples. Answers to all problems are provided.
Four additional chapters are illuminated to show students how to deal with the
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thermodynamic problems involving nonideal pure substances as well as
multicomponent mixtures. The concepts are highlighted with utmost clarity in
simple language. Mathcad worksheets are provided in problems dealing with the
cubic equations of state.This readable reference text is useful to researchers,
academics, professionals, undergraduate and graduate students in chemical
engineering, mechanical engineering and energy studies.

Thermodynamics for Engineers, 2nd Edition
An Introduction to Thermodynamics for Engineering
Technologists
Advanced Thermodynamics Engineering, Second Edition
Engineering Thermodynamics with Worked Examples
Scientific and Technical Books and Serials in Print
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Mechanical Engineering News
A modern and broad exposition emphasizing heat transfer by convection. This
edition contains valuable new information primarily pertaining to flow and heat
transfer in porous media and computational fluid dynamics as well as recent
advances in turbulence modeling. Problems of a mixed theoretical and practical
nature provide an opportunity to test mastery of the material.

Science Books & Films
Mechanical Engineering
The CRC Handbook of Mechanical Engineering, Second Edition
During the past 20 years, the field of mechanical engineering has undergone
enormous changes. These changes have been driven by many factors, including:
the development of computer technology worldwide competition in industry
improvements in the flow of information satellite communication real time
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monitoring increased energy efficiency robotics automatic control increased
sensitivity to environmental impacts of human activities advances in design and
manufacturing methods These developments have put more stress on mechanical
engineering education, making it increasingly difficult to cover all the topics that a
professional engineer will need in his or her career. As a result of these
developments, there has been a growing need for a handbook that can serve the
professional community by providing relevant background and current information
in the field of mechanical engineering. The CRC Handbook of Mechanical
Engineering serves the needs of the professional engineer as a resource of
information into the next century.

Analysis and Design of Advanced Energy Systems
Advanced Thermodynamics Engineering, Second Edition is designed for readers
who need to understand and apply the engineering physics of thermodynamic
concepts. It employs a self-teaching format that reinforces presentation of critical
concepts, mathematical relationships, and equations with concrete physical
examples and explanations of applications—to help readers apply principles to
their own real-world problems. Less Mathematical/Theoretical Derivations—More
Focus on Practical Application Because both students and professionals must grasp
theory almost immediately in this ever-changing electronic era, this book—now
completely in decimal outline format—uses a phenomenological approach to
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problems, making advanced concepts easier to understand. After a decade
teaching advanced thermodynamics, the authors infuse their own style and tailor
content based on their observations as professional engineers, as well as feedback
from their students. Condensing more esoteric material to focus on practical uses
for this continuously evolving area of science, this book is filled with revised
problems and extensive tables on thermodynamic properties and other useful
information. The authors include an abundance of examples, figures, and
illustrations to clarify presented ideas, and additional material and software tools
are available for download. The result is a powerful, practical instructional tool that
gives readers a strong conceptual foundation on which to build a solid, functional
understanding of thermodynamics engineering.

For the Beauty of the Earth
The book includes all the subject matter covered in a typical undergraduate course
in engineering thermodynamics. It includes 20 to 25 worked examples for each
chapter, carefully chosen to expose students to diverse applications of engineering
thermodynamics. Each worked example is designed to be representative of a class
of physical problems. At the end of each chapter, there are an additional 10 to 15
problems for which numerical answers are provided.
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THERMODYNAMICS DATABOOK
Thermodynamics for Engineers
This new edition of Borgnakke's Fundamentals of Thermodynamics continues to
offer a comprehensive and rigorous treatment of classical thermodynamics, while
retaining an engineering perspective. With concise, applications-oriented
discussion of topics and self-test problems, this text encourages students to
monitor their own learning. This classic text provides a solid foundation for
subsequent studies in fields such as fluid mechanics, heat transfer and statistical
thermodynamics, and prepares students to effectively apply thermodynamics in
the practice of engineering.

Advanced University Physics, Second Edition
Books in Print
Introduction to Thermodynamics, Classical and Statistical
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Convective Heat Transfer
Borgnakke's Fundamentals of Thermodynamics
Aspiring engineers need a text that prepares them to use thermodynamics in
professional practice. Thermodynamics instructors need a concise textbook written
for a one-semester undergraduate course—a text that foregoes clutter and
unnecessary details but furnishes the essential facts and methods.
Thermodynamics for Engineers, Second Edition continues to fill both those needs.
Paying special attention to the learning process, the author has developed a
unique, practical guide to classical thermodynamics. His approach is remarkably
cohesive. For example, he develops the same example through his presentation of
the first law and both forms of the second law—entropy and exergy. He also unifies
his treatments of the conservation of energy, the creation of entropy, and the
destruction of availability by using a balance equation for each, thus emphasizing
the commonality between the laws and allowing easier comprehension and use.
This Second Edition includes a new chapter on thermodynamic property relations
and gives updated, expanded problem sets in every chapter. Accessible, practical,
and cohesive, the text builds a solid foundation for advanced engineering studies
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and practice. It exposes students to the "big picture" of thermodynamics, and its
streamlined presentation allows glimpses into important concepts and methods
rarely offered by texts at this level. What’s New in This Edition: Updated and
expanded problem sets New chapter on thermodynamic property relations
Updated chapter on heat transfer Electronic figures available upon qualifying
course adoption End-of-chapter poems to summarize engineering principles

MECHANICAL SCIENCES
Presents a comprehensive and rigorous treatment of thermodynamics while
retaining an engineering perspective and, in so doing, provides a resource with
considerable flexibility for the inclusion of material on thermodynamics. Updated
for this Third Edition, it reflects an increased emphasis on environmental issues
and a recognition of the steadily growing use of computers in the study of
thermodynamics and solution of thermodynamic problems. Contains numerous
examples, as well as problems at the end of each chapter that are carefully
sequenced to reflect the subject matter.

Fundamentals of Thermodynamics
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New Encyclop3Œdia Britannica: Macrop3Œdia
Fundamentals of Statistical Thermodynamics
A bestselling textbook, this edition features a fresh, two-color design, expanded
problem sections with over 50% new design applications, updated content areas
and new computer aided thermodynamics software included with each copy.

Indian Book Industry
Books in Series
Books in Print Supplement
Science Books
Convective Heat Transfer presents an effective approach to teaching convective
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heat transfer. The authors systematically develop the topics and present them
from basic principles. They emphasize physical insight, problem-solving, and the
derivation of basic equations. To help students master the subject matter, they
discuss the implementations of the basic equations and the workings of examples
in detail. The material also includes carefully prepared problems at the end of each
chapter. In this Second Edition, topics have been carefully chosen and the entire
book has been reorganized for the best presentation of the subject matter. New
property tables are included, and the authors dedicate an entire chapter to
empirical correlations for a wide range of applications of single-phase convection.
The book is excellent for helping students quickly develop a solid understanding of
convective heat transfer.

Convective Heat Transfer, Second Edition
Primarily intended for the first-year undergraduate students of various engineering
disciplines, this comprehensive and up-to-date text also serves the needs of
second-year undergraduate students (Mechanical, Civil, Aeronautical, Chemical,
Production and Marine Engineering) studying Engineering Thermodynamics and
Fluid Mechanics. The whole text is divided into two parts and gives a detailed
description of the theory along with the systematic applications of laws of
Thermodynamics and Fluid Mechanics to engineering problems. Part I (Chapters
1-6) deals with the energy interaction between system and surroundings, while
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Part II (Chapters 7-15) covers the fluid flow phenomena. This accessible and
comprehensive text is designed to take the student from an elementary level to a
level of sophistication required for the analysis of practical problems.

Bulletin of Chemical Thermodynamics
Philippine National Bibliography
Introduction to Engineering Thermodynamics
Fundamentals of Classical Thermodynamics
This substantially revised and updated edition provides the most thorough
evangelical treatment available on a theology of creation care.

The Publishers' Trade List Annual
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Fundamentals of Classical Thermodynamics
Engineering Education
The British Library General Catalogue of Printed Books 1976 to
1982
Introduction to Thermodynamics
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